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            Retiring Earlier Than Expected? What To Know


            
                Many Americans, through circumstances beyond their control, find themselves needing to retire earlier than anticipated. Whatever the circumstances, it’s difficult not to feel wrongfooted and hurried by the situation. However, it’s important to get yourself back on track as soon as possible. Here are some things to consider as you make the transition:
Don't Make Fast Decisions
When dealing with a sudden transition like this, it can be tempting to make some sort of hasty decision. But reacting too quickly might hinder your ability to reorient yourself. Unless something is truly urgent, it’s often best to give yourself some space to think about your new life and carefully consider all your available choices. Take the time to organize your thoughts and to put your important documents in order. At the end of that period, you can look at things in a cool, calm way.
Work, if Possible
The American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) states that 56 percent of workers aged 50 and over have faced some sort of unplanned departure from work for various reasons, ranging from health issues or caring for an infirm relative to redundancy . Finding yourself out of work in your 60s can be discouraging, but it’s also true that age is not the barrier it once was. In fact, it’s not unusual for companies to seek an experienced hand to be a consultant or to train the next generation working in a particular field. While it may be part time or even temporary, if you are able to work, you may find great satisfaction in that opportunity, not to mention additional income.
What to Consider with Tax-Deferred Accounts
Your retirement strategy likely includes some form of tax-deferred account. If so, making withdrawals is one choice to consider. For example, if you are not working, you may be in a lower tax bracket than before. But keep in mind that penalties might apply, depending on your age.
This article is for informational purposes only and is not a replacement for real-life advice. Make sure to consult with your financial and accounting professionals before accessing any tax-deferred account.
Is Social Security a Factor?
The longer you delay taking your Social Security payments, the greater they will be. While Americans have an opportunity to start taking payments as early as age 62, the payments will not reflect the amount you could be getting at full retirement age. Starting at 62 may be a consideration for those who need the income or have some other urgent need, such as being in poor health.
Making an unexpected change can bring changes to your overall retirement strategy. However, it’s important to remember that it's likely your financial professional has worked with other people in similar circumstances. This might be one of those times when it’s good to have someone who can help provide some guidance.
The content is developed from sources believed to be providing accurate information. The information in this material is not intended as tax or legal advice. It may not be used for the purpose of avoiding any federal tax penalties. Please consult legal or tax professionals for specific information regarding your individual situation. This material was developed and produced by FMG Suite to provide information on a topic that may be of interest. FMG, LLC, is not affiliated with the named broker-dealer, state- or SEC-registered investment advisory firm. The opinions expressed and material provided are for general information, and should not be considered a solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security. Copyright  FMG Suite.
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            Comparing Investments

            This calculator compares the net gain of a taxable investment versus a tax-favored one.
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            Term vs. Permanent Life Insurance

            When considering life insurance, it's important to understand your options.
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            A Brief History of Estate Taxes

            Federal estate taxes have long since been a lucrative source of funding for the federal government.
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                                Check the background of your financial professional on FINRA's BrokerCheck.

                            

The content is developed from sources believed to be providing accurate information. 
        The information in this material is not intended as tax or legal advice. Please consult legal or tax professionals 
        for specific information regarding your individual situation. Some of this material was developed and produced by 
        FMG Suite to provide information on a topic that may be of interest. FMG Suite is not affiliated with the named 
        representative, broker - dealer, state - or SEC - registered investment advisory firm. The opinions expressed and 
        material provided are for general information, and should not be considered a solicitation for the purchase or 
        sale of any security.


    We take protecting your data and privacy very seriously. As of January 1, 2020 the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) suggests the following link as an extra measure to safeguard your data: Do not sell my personal information.
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